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Whispers On The Wind (A Prairie Hearts Novel Book 5)
Inheriting the haunted estate of Cornwall, Belinda Latham encounters the sensual and restless ghost of the late Maximillian Radborne, who fills her nights with passion, and she is torn when the local vicar asks her to marry him. Original.
My husband passed away but he is still very much around. I don't see him or have him talk to me, yet smells, sounds and experiences happen all the time...over 84 now .The book will give all people who have lost a loved one a realization their loved ones are NOT dead and might awaken their own senses toward possible occurrences of a slight contact of their own. The book also gives information from many sources, even the
Bible, revealing that life after what we consider 'death' is for real. There are some pictures and accounts of many others who were witnesses to some of the things too.
A moving story of women caught in the emotional crossfire of war.
Whispers on the Wind
Whisper on the Wind
An Anthology of Verse

A straitlaced bookseller and a rowdy trail guide fight their ill-suited attraction in Book Five of the Prairie Hearts series by USA Today bestselling author Caroline Fyffe. Wyoming Territory, October 1883 Tabitha Canterbury came to Logan Meadows with one goal: to open the bookshop she's always dreamed of having. In a town full of illiterate cowboys, though, making the Storybook Lodge a success
is easier said than done. And things get more complicated when the saloon next door gets a new co-owner and Tabitha finds herself falling for the wrong sort of man.... After a lifetime guiding settlers across the prairie, Hunter Wade isn't looking to stay put in Logan Meadows. But as a partner in the Bright Nugget saloon, he's determined to turn a profit--and if that puts him in competition with Miss
Hoity-Toity Canterbury, that's fine. Even if she is beautiful, and clever, and always ready with a witty retort. Can these two stubborn souls come together--or will pride keep them apart?
Describes how the children's book "The wind in the willows" was written.
Book Two in Lauraine Snelling's Exciting Wild West Wind Series After fleeing North Dakota and the now defunct Wild West Show, Cassie Lockwood and her companions have finally found the hidden valley in South Dakota where her father had dreamed of putting down roots. But to her dismay, she discovers a ranch already built on her land. Cassie's arrival surprises Mavis Engstrom and forces
her to reveal secrets she's kept hidden for years. Her son Ransom is suspicious of Cassie and questions the validity of her claim to the valley. But Lucas Engstrom decides from the start that he is in love with her and wants to marry her. Will Cassie be able to build a home on the Bar E Ranch and fulfill her father's dream of raising horses, or will she be forced to return to the itinerant life of her
past?
Spiritual Poems of Light, Laughter and Love
The Whisper on the Night Wind
A Whisper in the Wind
Forced to surrender her birthright and to flee her native France, Lynlea finds herself bound to three powerful men--Jean Lafitte, the mercenary Jared, and the mysterious pirate, Hawk
NATIONAL BESTSELLER Spellbinding adventure from Canada's most beloved modern-day explorer. Traverspine is not a place you will find on most maps. A century ago, it stood near the foothills of the remote Mealy Mountains in central Labrador. Today it is an abandoned ghost town, almost all trace of it
swallowed up by dark spruce woods that cloak millions of acres. In the early 1900s, this isolated little settlement was the scene of an extraordinary haunting by large creatures none could identify. Strange tracks were found in the woods. Unearthly cries were heard in the night. Sled dogs went missing.
Children reported being stalked by a terrifying grinning animal. Families slept with cabin doors barred and axes and guns at their bedsides. Tales of things that "go bump in the night" are part of the folklore of the wilderness, told and retold around countless campfires down through the ages. Most are easily
dismissed by skeptics. But what happened at Traverspine a hundred years ago was different. The eye-witness accounts were detailed, and those who reported them included no less than three medical doctors and a wildlife biologist. Something really did emerge from the wilderness to haunt the little
settlement of Traverspine. Adam Shoalts, decorated modern-day explorer and an expert on wilderness folklore, picks up the trail from a century ago and sets off into the Labrador wild to investigate the tale. It is a spine-tingling adventure, straight from a land steeped in legends and lore, where Vikings
wandered a thousand years ago and wolves and bears still roam free. In delving into the dark corners of Canada's wild, The Whisper on the Night Wind combines folklore, history, and adventure into a fascinating saga of exploration.
Join Bear and his fellow forest creatures as he follows the wind on a journey to discover the beauty of change and fresh horizons.Bear is content with his friends, sitting in an armchair eating strawberry pie. One morning something tells him that it's time to try something new. Maybe it was a ray of sunshine,
the leaves in the trees, or the breeze of the wind whispering to him. Bear packs up his treasured things into a bundled up blanket, and takes off on a journey to an unknown place. He doesn't know where he is going, he just understands that he needs to trust his instincts and everything will turn out okay. Bear
and the Whisper of the WInd is a sweet tale about believing in yourself, offering a journey that is sure to capture the child's imagination.
A Book of Poetry and Prose
First Whisper of "The Wind in the Willows"
Whispers in the Wind is an eclectic mix of short stories and poetry that may reflect moments in the lives of many who read them. The short stories are mostly fiction, but some are based on real-life experiences, which make them all the more outrageous and maybe even a little unbelievable. So sit back and prepare to laugh, be inspired, be in awe and definitely be ready to
listen to the whispers in the wind that blow through your life.
Fearful & struggling with how she can juggle their climate mission with her demanding job as a local TV reporter, Eliza decides to accept the challenge and begins an epic adventure.
A heart-warming animal ADVENTURE story about friendship, family and belonging, for 5 to 9 year-olds ★★★★★ "Charming, beautiful, magical!" ★★★★★ "Beautifully written and illustrated." Worlds collide when Dal, a boy who can talk to animals, meets Whisper, a strange girl, at forbidden Forest Farm. But Dal's best friend, a brave white stag called Treon, is convinced the girl is not
all she seems. Neemis, the bossy hare, wants control of the forest. He enlists the help of other animals - determined to stop the new friends from finding out the truth! Can the three friends finally uncover all the secrets and the mystery the forest has been hiding - in time to avoid the terrible danger that awaits? Ideal book to help children with reading as it covers all the words
in a school syllabus for this age group. A story of friendship - and finding where you truly belong. Themes include: - * Friendship * Family * Loneliness * Being different ★★★★★ "A lovely well written book. Definitely will be sharing and recommending to my teacher friends." ★★★★★ "Bought for my 9 year old niece - who loved it." ★★★★★ "Fantastic read... look forward to more
adventures with Dal and Whisper." ★★★★★ "Has all the elements that children love in a book; adventure, danger, and talking animals, plus a happy ending."
The True History of a Wilderness Legend
A Miscellany
A Collection of Short Stories and Poetry

This collection of poetry is an eclectic mix of sonnets, rondeaus, villanelles, cinquains, nonets, free verse, and much more. This is poetry that speaks to the mind as well as the heart. Like a treasure trove, there is a little something for everyone here...
Whispers in the Wind delivers a poet struggling to find his identity while reminiscing past events and experiences. Do these moments define who he is or will he have to figure out his potential from within?
A friend’s suspicious death brings a Native American investigator back home to the reservation, where she faces a puzzling mystery and family conflict. Fraud investigator Sunny Davis returns to her childhood home, an Indian reservation in Nevada, for her best friend Gina’s funeral, and she finds that nothing is what it seems. Sunny can’t believe that Gina would shoot herself in front of her young children.
Gina’s family is disengaged and evasive. And when Sunny receives a psychic vision of Gina’s brutal death and senses that Gina’s spirit is contacting her, she becomes determined to find the truth. Sunny’s investigation leads her deep into a complex mystery, her tribal culture’s spiritual beliefs, and the secrets that tore apart Gina’s family and threaten her own. Whispers in the Wind introduces a new kind of
detective hero in Sunny Davis, a smart and tough investigator who solves cases with equal parts deductive logic, psychic perception and spiritual intuition, in a story that portrays grief, courage, and compelling insights into Native American families.
Whispers in the Wind
The Wind Whispers Warning
Bear and the Whisper of the Wind

The dreams, the pain, the longing, the alone, the fears, the abuse, the love, the forgiveness of the survivor. The beauty, the strength, the memories of ordinary people in our lives. A homeless woman and her friends who abandoned her. A young man who cannot leave his room
for fear. A "special" friend who whispers he did not think "special" was a good thing. Poems telling a story of fear, love, hatred, abuse, mental illness, depression, homelessness, the pain of loss, and the beauty of the invisible around us.
A random collection of musings, ponderings, reflections and humorous thought, gathered over the course of a life well lived. Whether they make you laugh, cry or just question, all are intended in good spirit.
Kinara Kitari and her fiancé Alator both serve in the Guardian Forces of Alympia, each with different talents and levels of experience. When the unrelenting enemy Javalar attacks, they join their comrades in battle, but the results are devastating to both civilians and
fighters. Suddenly Kinara is no longer a bride planning her wedding but a warrior fighting for her place in the ranks. At the same time, in a small rural town on the planet's poorest continent, the Khiings family is beginning to plan a celebration for their oldest son's
return from college. Then Kinara, an old family friend, shows up on their doorstep and an unwise choice first puts her life in jeopardy, and not long after makes her the custodian of Zaelek, the second Khiings son, who is just beginning to find the source of his own
power. As Zaelek struggles to discover just who and what he is, events no longer allow for a leisurely exploration of his progress but accelerate the process in ways he never could have imagined as he is swept along by forces beyond his control. Everyone has secrets here,
and as life devolves into chaos, some are exposed while some remain hidden and everyone must do what they can to survive.
The Change Agents
A Selection of Romantic and Humorous Poems
Conversations in the Night
Whispers in the Wind
This book tells of a personal journey through heartbreak, depression, losing religion and finding love.
Most men whisper sweet nothings in a woman's ear, Jon murmured seductive promises in Lenore's mind.
Whispers in the Wind (Wild West Wind Book #2)
A Whisper of Wind
God Whispers on the Wind

When we reach out and touch the common threads quietly spun between different, even seemingly contradictory human spiritualities, we begin to attain a far more enriched and empowered understanding of humanity — and a deeper understanding of ourselves, personally. God
Whispers on the Wind is a collection of 81 spiritual poems that guides a reader of any faith to truly touch those common threads: the perpetual and binding human qualities of love, happiness, purposeful living and shared experience that make humans so exceptionally unique
as spiritual beings. From the author of Lead Without Followers, writer Dave Ursillo ventures into an open, heart-warming, free-form poetic style in a deep and introspection glimpse into the mind of a young generational thinker. In this poetic exploration of God, Spirit,
the Universe, and the higher power to which we are all connected, God Whispers on the Wind invokes a light-hearted and playful voice, drawing from occasional humor, cursing, hilarity and even heresy. Indisputably, this debut collection leaves a memorable imprint upon the
reader with Ursillo's inimitably heart-stoking style. And featuring original contributions from seven talented writers from across the globe, God Whispers on the Wind is a true celebration of the diversity of human spirituality. Whatever you believe, God Whispers on the
Wind will serve as a gentle reminder that we are forever connected to a couple of important things: to the ether, and to one another.
Katy Gray is a student in college when her parents are suddenly killed in a car crash. In order to continue her education, she has to borrow money. When an opportunity is offered for her to pay back the loans and the rest of her education, she readily accepts. Little did
she dream how it would change her life. She was sent to student teach in the Appalachian Mountains, a place she hated and found its people strange. She was bitter toward God for taking her parents and blamed Him for her unhappiness. She befriended a young doctor and
preacher who felt their purpose was to work in the place Katy hated. Katy had not counted on a small boy to help her believe in God again. Through him and the mountain people, she learned love and forgiveness. She needed to find God’s purpose for her life and how she felt
about the preacher and the doctor.
A Whisper in the Wind By: Larry Michael Scott While visiting his grandfather for the last time, Tom reminisces over the adventures of his father’s youth. A small Midwestern town with big secrets, Tom’s father, Jim, stumbles over what remains of a dark past. Ghosts of
murdered African Americans finally find a voice for their story through a young boy’s unwillingness to allow their story to be forgotten. A Whisper in the Wind is a trip back in time that shows the mysteries, sacrifices, and loyalty of a family thrown into the chaos of
the 1960s.
The Black Hills-a land of fragrant pines and vast blue skies, a sacred land inhabited by the buffalo, the bear, the hawk and the eagle. An untamed land, where the Cheyenne roamed free. Accustomed to the ways of the white man, Michael Wolf agrees to seek a vision to fulfill the dying wish of his Cheyenne grandfather. But through a twist in time,
Michael finds himself in the past, in the last golden days before the battle of the Little Big Horn. Here, in the land of the spotted eagle, he also finds the woman of his dreams. Elayna had been raised to fear the Indians who roam the land, but all that changes when she is kidnapped by the Cheyenne warrior now known as Wolf. In time, her disdain
changes to desire as love blossoms between them, and with it a growing fear that their time together is little more than a whisper in the wind.
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